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KUWAIT: In the third episode of Gulf
Bank’s new podcast, “Let’s Talk Business,”
Gulf Bank interviewed Ali Al-Ebrahim, the
founder at COFE app. The program, host-
ed by Tareq Al-Saleh, Deputy General
Manager of the Economic Research Unit
at Gulf Bank, presents entrepreneurial
stories within a simplified economic
framework, targeting budding entrepre-
neurs who are considering starting busi-
nesses of their own. The bank’s new pod-
cast is part of its overarching strategy of
fostering economic and community sus-
tainability in Kuwait.

Realizing and seizing opportunities
At the beginning of their discussion,

Al-Ebrahim discussed the COFE app’s
pre-launch stage, which included testing
and doing away with various business
ideas before deciding to start their coffee
application. He said: “At a time when
most sectors had unique digital applica-
tions supporting them, we noticed a gap
in the coffee sector, which prompted us
to study this sector and its opportunity
for growth not only in Kuwait, but also
the world. Throughout our research, we
found some major international compa-
nies heading towards the Kuwaiti market,
which confirmed our theory about the
expected market size, and indicated to us
that there were significant opportunities
for growth.”

Innovation and value proposition
The COFE app is characterized by its

innovation, diversity of services and
unique features, working dynamically to
provide the best possible value to cus-
tomers and cafe owners alike. Al-
Ebrahim touched on these special value
propositions, saying: “Our business
model and the services we provide

extend way beyond delivery. The pick-
up service, which allows customers to
pick up their coffees from the coffee
shop, is one of the app’s most important
features because it enables the customer
to order their coffee and pick it up from
the cafe without the hassle of having to
wait in line, especially in the morning.
The COFE app also offers customers a
loyalty program and rewards on every
order, which is hugely beneficial for cus-
tomers - especially those who consume
coffee on a frequent basis. In addition,
we also offer a drive-thru service.” 

Al-Ebrahim added, “Cafe owners also
benefit from being on the COFE applica-
tion through exposure, reaching new
customers everywhere. Our application,
which combines many features, meets
the needs of cafe owners, and saves
them the hassle and cost of signing up
with multiple delivery applications. It’s
also worth noting that we charge the
lowest commission per order in the
industry, which is up to half of what oth-
er companies are charging. Thanks to
the way our app and loyalty program
operate, coffee shop owners also can get
access to indispensable data that extend
way beyond their best-selling products
and the average transaction value. In
addition to that information, we also pro-
vide coffee shop owners the opportunity
to target their customers directly via the
app, a feature which has been immensely
helpful for cafÈs during the pandemic.”

Working during the pandemic
Although both larger and smaller cof-

fee companies alike suffered from the
effects of the pandemic, the situation was
arguably worse for smaller cafes.
Fortunately for the COFE app team, the
company began its expansion in the Gulf

region only a few months before the pan-
demic hit. Al-Ebrahim commented: “We
had launched in the UAE and Saudi mar-
kets only a few months before the out-
break of the pandemic. We benefited a lot
from the size of these two larger markets
compared to the Kuwait market, in addi-
tion to the different lockdown periods
that these markets implemented. During
this time, we also benefited from our flex-
ible business model, as we added several
features that supported our cafe partners
that were struggling during this period.
Thankfully, and despite the pandemic, we
were able to grow more than five times
our previous growth rate, in terms of the
number of cafe partners and sales.” 

Growth first
While discussing the business model

behind the COFE application, Al-Ebrahim
advised entrepreneurs who are about to
launch new projects, especially in the
technical sector, to clearly define their

visions and goals, noting that there are
many factors that are equal to, or may
even outweigh, the importance of making
a cash profit during the business’s early
stages. Al-Ebrahim stressed the impor-
tance of continuous growth during the
early stages, and that entrepreneurs
should not expect to achieve high rev-
enues, especially in periods that require
high investment costs needed to build the
business’s technological foundation, hire
a team of experts, and market and
improve the business’s services.

Financing
On financing, Al-Ebrahim said: “We

are always keen to build partnerships that
add value to our business, which is why
we started with a select group of partners
and a simple self-financing model. Next,
we moved to the pre-Series A financing
stage, and less than a year later, we com-
pleted our Series A financing round,
which was intended for expansion in the

Saudi and Emirati markets. Thankfully, we
also recently completed a Series B
financing round, which is dedicated to our
expansion in the Turkish, Egyptian and
English markets, and we are currently
aiming to establish our presence in those
markets during the next 18 months. I
would also like to offer some advice to all
young entrepreneurs who are approach-
ing critical stages of financing: when
choosing the right business partners, con-
sider factors other than monetary invest-
ment. Expansion is essential, and building
the strategic relationships that ensure
growth is very important.”

“Let’s Talk Business” is Gulf Bank’s
newest podcast, created in collaboration
with Belmokhba, a local creative content
creation and production house. Episodes
air on Gulf Bank’s digital and social
media channels.

Gulf Bank’s vision is to be the leading
Kuwaiti Bank of the Future. The Bank is
constantly engaging and empowering its
employees as part of an inclusive and
diversified workplace in recognition of
every employee’s role in delivering cus-
tomer excellence and serving the com-
munity at large. With its extensive net-
work of branches and innovative digital
services, Gulf Bank is able to give its cus-
tomers the choice of how and where to
conduct their banking transactions, all
while ensuring a simple and seamless
banking experience. Gulf Bank is com-
mitted to maintaining a robust sustain-
ability program at the community, eco-
nomic, and environmental levels through
sustainability initiatives that are strategi-
cally selected to benefit both the country
and the Bank. Gulf Bank supports Kuwait
Vision 2035 “New Kuwait” and works
with the different relevant parties to
achieve it.

KUWAIT: Tareq Al-Saleh interviews Ali Al-Ebrahim in the third episode of Gulf Bank’s new
podcast “Let’s Talk Business.”

AUB congratulates 
winners of Al-Hassad 
weekly draw 
KUWAIT:  Ahli United Bank (AUB) held the
weekly draw of 1 December 2021 of Al-Hassad
Islamic account, the first Islamic prizes account in
Kuwait which offers over 750 prizes over a 12
month period and provides numerous features.
Such features include the simplest and easiest sav-
ings program, highest number of winners, largest
prize value, loyalty multipliers, and unique account
opening feature online with all ease with instant
deposit option.

The bank announced 20 winners of KD 1,000
as follows: Fahad Naser Al-Buloushi,  Khaled
Ghazy Al-Otaibi, Hamad Ali Al-Zaabi, Bachar
Mohamad Harhach, Amal Haidar Al-Shihabi,
Ahmed Abdelkader Ramadan, Sultan Asad Sultan,
Lulwa Jaber, Khaleel Ali Abdullah, Waddah Adeeb
Al-Amoudi, Mubarak Obaid Al-Rufaidi,  Ziad
Malek Azzam, Hanan Othman Al-Haishi, Eid Farhan
Al-Enezi, Naser Dh Al-Otaibi, Tareq Bader
Ibrahim, Zariefah Abdualla Al-Awadhi, Khadeejah
Jazzaa Al-Enezi, Emad Mohammad Al-Rabiah and
Mohammad Kameel Al-Fadhli.

The draws of Al-Hassad include several cash
prizes, such as KD 100,000 each Eid and the
grand quarterly draw of KD 250,000 prize which
continues to be a key aspiration for customers
who are wishing to fulfill their dreams. Al-Hassad
offers also 20 weekly prizes of KD 1,000 for each
winner. Furthermore, for the first time in Kuwait,
the AUB Al-Hassad presents the “Privilege Draw”,
which is a quarterly draw of KD 25,000 exclusive-
ly for Al-Hassad customers who maintained their
balances for more than one year and have not won
a prize in the past five years. For all draws, the
clients are eligible for one draw chance for each
KD 50 deposited in their Al-Hassad account.

In addition to this attractive package of
rewards, Al-Hassad Islamic account incorporates a
Wakala contract for projected annual profits, mak-
ing this account unique and attractive to all socie-
ty segments that are aspiring to build their short
and long-term savings through a unique savings
account with many advantages. 

Gulf Bank’s ‘Let’s Talk Business’ 
podcast interviews COFE App 

Podcast highlights little-known origin stories behind some of Kuwait’s favorite brands

KUWAIT: Alghanim Industries, one of
the largest privately owned businesses
and the largest Costa Coffee franchisee
in the region, hosted Costa Coffee CEO
Jill McDonald at its head office in
Kuwait City. During her visit,
McDonald met with Alghanim
Industries Executive Chairman Sir
Kutayba Yusuf Alghanim; CEO Samir
Kasem; President of Retail, F&B,
Distribution, and Customer
Engagement Samer Sayegh, and Vice
President of F&B Phil Broad.
McDonald was accompanied by
Gordon Mowat, Managing Director of
Europe and Middle East North Africa,
and Tom Edgar, General Manager of
MENA & Turkey at Costa Coffee.

The visit to Kuwait underscores the
steady growth and success of Costa
Coffee’s strategic partnership with
Alghanim Industries in the Gulf. Since
partnering with Costa Coffee in 2013,
the brand developed significantly,
expanding to over 100 branches in
Kuwait alone. In 2019, Alghanim
Industries also gained development
rights for the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia,
Qatar, and the Sultanate of Oman, mak-

ing it the largest franchisee across
Europe Middle East and North Africa
by territory.

During her visit, McDonald toured
the Costa Coffee retail estate across
Kuwait. Starting with a ribbon-cutting
ceremony for two brand-new Costa
Coffee stores located in the Assima
Mall, Kuwait City’s newest mega-
shopping center, she continued to
explore how Alghanim has brought the
beloved coffee brand to life in a range
of channels around Kuwait City before
visiting a flagship store in Sabah Al-
Salem, Costa’s first drive-thru location
in Kuwait.

“In one way or another, coffee has
always been a deeply ingrained part of
our culture, and our successful part-
nership with Costa keeps that love for
coffee alive,” said Executive Chairman
Alghanim. “Our customers are at the
heart of our business, a value we share
with Costa Coffee, a world-class brand
that we are proud to represent in the
region. We are also proud to know that
our commitment to Costa Coffee’s
expansion is similarly pursued by
Coca-Cola since it acquired the fran-

chise in 2019. Together, we continu-
ously strive to find new and exciting
ways to delight Costa Coffee fans,
whether through partnering with local
concepts, or introducing innovative
ideas like our cold store in Khairan, or
on the digital front where we are
working closely with Costa
International to enhance the customer
experience. With this shared commit-
ment, we look forward to achieving
more milestones in the years to come.”

Commenting on the visit, Costa
Coffee CEO Jill McDonald said: “I was
delighted to visit Kuwait and meet our
partners, Alghanim. As a long-standing
partner, Alghanim are going from
strength-to-strength, supporting Costa’s
ambitious growth plans in the region
and inspiring consumers to love great
coffee. It was a pleasure to meet some
of the teams and see first-hand the pas-
sion and commitment they have for the
brand, innovating their retail stores and
menus and putting the customers at the
forefront of their decisions. I look for-
ward to visiting again soon.”

In the year in which the brand cele-
brated its 50th Birthday, the Alghanim
team in collaboration with Costa Coffee
opened its first-ever ‘Cold Store’ con-
cept in August, an innovative Kuwaiti-
grown idea with a bespoke ice inspired
interior design located in Al Khairan, a

chalet area famous for its seasonal
activities. With the opening of the new
unique store, Alghanim revamped both
food and beverage menus, adding 50
new iced coffees and cold beverages.
This was in addition to an already
extensive menu as Costa Coffee meets
varying customers tastes and dietary
needs with a constantly updated array
of fresh food and several recently intro-
duced plant-based options. 

Together, the two companies have
also launched sustainability initiatives
such as switching from plastic to
paper straws, offering discounts to
customers who bring their reusable
cups into the store, as well as beach
cleanups. In a push to further enhance
customer experience, they jointly
established a barista training center,
collaborated with local celebrity chefs
such as Ahmed Al-Zamel to create
seasonal items, and upgraded store
design and interiors. They also intro-
duced the cardamom-infused Turkish
latte to the menu, adding a Middle
Eastern twist to the classic latte. Put
together, these forward-looking inno-
vations continue to power Costa-
Alghanim’s expansion efforts in Saudi
Arabia and Qatar, with plans to open
the first Costa Coffee under Alghanim
Industries’ management in Oman in
the first quarter of 2022. 

Alghanim Industries welcomes
Costa Coffee CEO in visit to Kuwait

Jill McDonald with Kutayba Yusuf Alghanim A group photo

Jazeera Airways 
launches flight 
to Kazakhstan
KUWAIT: Continuing its expansion with travel returning
to normal, Jazeera Airways took off with its first flight to
the largest city in Kazakhstan, Almaty on the evening of
December 1. This marks the first ever route to be operat-
ed between Kuwait and Kazakhstan, supporting high
demand for new tourist destinations as well as trade
opportunities between the two countries. 

Commenting on the the new route, Rohit
Ramachandran, CEO Jazeera Airways, said: “Jazeera con-
tinues to expand to unique destinations that are rarely
served by other airlines in our region. We’re giving trav-
elers more choice and value offerings for them to enjoy
the many activities that Kazakhstan has to offer with its
vast landscape, rich culture, and advanced economy.” 

The Ambassador of the Republic of Kazakhstan to the

State of Kuwait, Azamat Berdibay: “We welcome the launch
of this direct service as it will without a doubt contribute to
strengthening economic, trade and political relations
between both countries.” Jazeera Airways flies to Almaty
twice a week, leaving Kuwait on Wednesdays and Sundays. 

Covering an area of 2.7 million square kilometers,
Kazakhstan is the ninth largest territory in the world and
a unique destination for a wide range of tourist activities
such as sports, wellness, adventure, gastronomic, extreme
sports, ecological and cultural tourism. The country is
also a family-friendly destination with themed activities
and entertainment specifically targeting children.
Kazakhstan also offers promising opportunities in the
trade and industrial sectors with a strong oil-based econ-
omy.Passengers should review COVID-19 regulations
before booking to ensure compliance with local regula-
tions on vaccination and PCR test certificates. 

New fleet order
Jazeera recently completed an order with Airbus at the

Dubai Airshow for 28 new aircraft: twenty A320neos and
eight A321neos. The order is valued in excess of $3.3 bil-
lion at list prices.


